City of Joseph
Joseph Event Center
102 E First
Joseph, Oregon 97846

**Rental Rates (Daily):**
Main Hall: $160.00
Kitchen use only: $50.00
Kitchen use with cookware: $100.00 (In addition to hall rates)
Conference Room: $40.00

**Rented for Meetings Only:**
Meeting Room: $40.00 (All Day Rental)
Meeting Room: $30.00 (Evening only 5:00pm to 9:00pm)

**Deposit:**
With no alcohol: $400.00
With alcohol: $500.00 with a copy of off-premises OLCC license

**Liability Insurance:**
The renter must provide insurance, including a rider called any number of things such as a special event rider, or host liability rider.
Liquor Liability insurance if alcohol in on the premises.

Please remember it is the responsibility of the renter to remove all garbage.
Please plan on providing your own kitchen towels and table linens. They will no longer be provided.